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The importance of secondary seed dispersal in the forest border
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Seeds dropped underneath parent trees have low probability to survive. Secondary seed
dispersers in tropical forests play an important role helping seeds and seedlings to escape
the high density-dependent mortality that results from pathogens,  seed predators,  and
herbivores directly under the parent plant.  It is central to ecology to study dispersal
networks because they comprise information on the species interactions and functionality
of an ecosystem.  In order to estimate the importance of secondary dispersal and its
relevance to seed germination,  it was designed a frugivory experiment in the field using
camera traps and a germination experiment in the laboratory.  The fieldwork was
conducted in August and September 2014  in the RPPN Santuário do Caraça
(20°06'S/43°27'W) represented by forest and savanna formations. Secondary dispersal of
seeds found in the ground was monitored using camera traps for ten days and manually
checked for seed consumption every day.  Seeds found in the scats were identified as a
bird-dispersed Myrtaceae tree Eugenia sp. commonly found at forest-rock outcrop borders.
For germination experiments,  three treatments were performed:  intact fruit,  manually
extracted seeds and seeds recovered from scats.  Seeds were placed in Petri dishes,
treated with fungicide and put in a germination chamber kept with constant temperature of
25°C and 12-h of light.  We used 12  intact fruits and 25  seeds in each replicate.  The
amount of seeds germinated in each treatment was assessed every other day for 42 days.
In total, we monitored 556 seeds. We also accounted for seed parasites and mortality. The
germination curve showed that the manually extracted seeds had the most efficient
germination,  with germination success of 97.7% (Figure 1).  Seeds found in scats had a
germination rate of 73.8%,  higher mortality (21.9%)  and a parasitism rate of 6.8%,
statistically different from the other treatments (p=0.016,  F=4.928).  In the frugivory
experiment, we found that both birds and rodents (the latter diurnal and nocturnal) act as
secondary dispersers consuming the fruits on the ground.  The majority of fruits were
consumed by rodent with a mean rate of 14 fruits per event for rodents and three for birds.
The data suggest that seeds can be secondarily dispersed by rodents and birds.  The
evidence that birds and mammals feed and disperse Eugenia sp. fruits suggest that this
tree could be an important node in the dispersal network,  possibly also supporting other
species. Conservation and restoration processes could benefit from this knowledge in the
future by exploiting ecosystems services provided by this Eugenia sp. at forest-rock
outcrop borders targeting both birds and rodents species.
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Figure 1. Different species are dispersers of Eugenia sp. seeds, rodents (A-C) and birds 
(D). Photos are print screen of camera trap videos recorded in the field. The graph shows 
the germination curve of the three treatments. Points are mean germinated seeds/day and 
bars are error. 


